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Annotatsiya - Til - bu insoniy muloqotning eng muhim va hayratlanarli 

darajada mukammal vositasi, bu xilma -xil va murakkab vazifalarni bajara oladigan 

fikr almashish vositasi, chunki bu juda moslashuvchan va ayni paytda yuqori 

darajada uyushgan tizim. Til bo'yicha kuzatuvlar shuni ko'rsatadiki, bu tilning 

hayotiyligini va uning rivojlanish dinamik xususiyatini belgilaydigan o'tish davri 

hodisalari. 

Kalit so'zlar: insoniy muloqot, o'tish hodisalari, dinamik tabiat, lingvistik 

nazariyalar, grammatik kategoriya, nutq faolligi, sifat atamalari. 

Аннотация – Язык является наиболее важным и удивительно 

совершенным средством человеческого общения, средством обмена мыслями, 

которое может выполнять эти разнообразные и сложные функции, поскольку 

это очень гибкая и в то же время высокоорганизованная система. Наблюдения 

за языком показывают, что именно переходные явления определяют живость 

языка и динамичный характер его развития. 

Ключевые слова: человеческое общение, переходные явления, 

динамическая природа, лингвистические теории, грамматическая категория, 

речевая деятельность, качественные термины. 

Abstract – Language is the most important and surprisingly perfect means of 

human communication, a means of exchanging thoughts that can perform these 

diverse and complex functions because it is a very flexible and at the same time 

highly organized system. Observations on language show that it is transitional 

phenomena that determine the liveliness of the language and the dynamic nature of its 

development. 

Key words: human communication, transitional phenomena, dynamic nature, 

linguistic theories, grammatical category, speech activity, qualitative terms. 

Introduction. Modern linguistic theories based on the structural description of 

a language are increasingly turning to the study of phenomena that go beyond the 

strict framework of even the most detailed classifications and are characterized by the 

absence of a complete set of differential features of any one grammatical category. 

For effective functioning, a natural language must be a self-sufficient system in 

all types and spheres of speech activity, therefore, the processes of constant 

development, enrichment and improvement of its resources and expressive-visual 
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means are an integral part of the functional life of the language. They cover all its 

levels, although the degree of impact on multilevel units, the intensity and speed of 

systemic and structural changes in linguistic subsystems are of a different nature in 

quantitative and qualitative terms. 

Literature review. Various aspects of syncretism in the grammar of English, 

Russian, German and other languages were studied in the works of such scholars as 

J.L. Elmslev (1960), V.V. Vinogradov (1978), S. Bally (2001), O. Espersen (1958), 

V.V. Babaytseva (1967, 1973), V. Skalichka (1967), V.V. Buzarov (1998, 2001), M. 

Aronoff (1994), S.N. Daniel (1999), T. Petterson (1988), J.P. Blevins (1995), B. 

Bloch (1966), A. Calabreese (1995). There are many works devoted to the description 

of the essence, nature and typology of syncretism (V.V. Babaitseva (2000), I.V. 

Vysotskaya (2006), G. Meiser (1992), S. Luraghi (1987) [10], J. Johnston (1997), M. 

Wheeler (1993)). In many modern works, scientists describe the characteristic 

features of the manifestation of syncretism at the syntactic level (N.A. Kobrina 

(2007), T.E. Anoshkina (1981), V.V. Babaitseva (1984, 1997), Z.V.), P.V. 

Chesnokov (1992), L.D. Chesnokova (1988), L.L. Bezobrazova (1993)). The largest 

number of studies is devoted to the description of the syncretism of case forms (B. 

Milan (1988), T. Petterson (1988)) [9]. 

Analysis. Many linguists were concerned with the definition of the essence, 

nature, nature of syncretism as a phenomenon, the study of its varieties. Nevertheless, 

linguistics is characterized by a shift in emphasis towards the study of syncretism at 

the level of syntax, while foreign researchers pay more attention to the issues of 

manifestation of syncretism at the morphological level. It can be stated that the 

systemic-grammatical approach dominated the study of syncretic phenomena for a 

long time [8]. 

One of the difficulties arising from the ambiguity of linguistic positions 

regarding the issue of the objective content of the concept of syncretism is the 

ambiguity of the concept itself and the absence of a unified terminology [7]. 

A new direction in the interpretation of syncretism was formed as a result of 

the development of the ideas of Manfried Biervich. In his work "Syntactic features in 

morphology: general problems of the so-called system of nominative endings in the 

German language", assumptions were made about a special system of relationships 

between the level of morphology and syntax, which is reflected in the phenomenon of 

syncretism [6]. 

The most controversial issue is the need to distinguish between syncretism and 

related phenomena (I.V. Artyushkov, A. Y. Bauder, K.E. Stein). Also noteworthy are 

studies that touch on the problem of the relationship between syncretism and the 

mechanisms of thinking (L.S.Vygotsky). A new direction in the interpretation of 

syncretism from the point of view of cognitive grammar, which considers the 

meaningful means by which the speech-thinking processes of the generation and 

understanding of speech are verbalized), contributes to the deepening of our ideas 

about the hidden mechanisms of language [5]. 

Diachronically, the process of development and renewal of various means of 

expression is endless. A language is theoretically inexhaustible in its ability to 
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consistently renew and develop in a natural way if it functions continuously and 

serves all the main communicative spheres of society [1]. 

However, the language should not be an overly complex formation, exorbitant 

in resources and limitless for the knowledge and mastery of it. G. Paul in his book 

"Principles of the History of Language" wrote: "In general, linguistic activity is 

characterized by a certain tendency towards frugality. In accordance with this 

tendency in the language, for all cases, methods of expression are developed that 

contain exactly as much as is necessary for understanding. 

The number of means used depends on the situation, the speech context and on 

the greater or lesser similarity in the spiritual warehouse of the speakers. In addition, 

it should be borne in mind that "the richness of linguistic forms and especially the 

rules for their use is limited by the amount of memory of people for whom language 

is, first of all, a means of communication and transmission of thoughts". Therefore, 

the language has not only a mechanism for updating, increasing and developing its 

resources, but also a mechanism for saving, compressing and optimizing expressive 

means in all its subsystems [2]. 

Discussion. In linguistic research in recent years, there has been a tendency to 

regard linguistic economy as the hallmark of the modern state of the language. A 

characteristic feature of almost all foreign studies (O. Jespersen, A. Martine, 

V.I.Kurakov, V. Havers, K. Brugmann, etc.) is the consideration of language 

economy as one of the basic laws of language development, which may be due to the 

desire of a person to improve linguistic forms in order to reduce the cost of mental 

and physical energy in the exchange of information. Economy as a linguistic 

phenomenon involves such a use of means in acts of communication, which leads to 

saving time in pronunciation, space in writing and simplifies the process of mutual 

understanding. “The development of economical means, of course, is one of the 

reasons that induce speakers to change their language,” V.I. Kodukhov, however, 

considering this reason "to a certain extent subjective and multidirectional". 

However, the problematics of linguistic economy proper in modern linguistics is on 

its periphery due, as it seems to us, to the narrowing of the theoretical and factual 

basis of this phenomenon, the absence of the latter in the range of issues that must be 

considered when describing any particular language [3]. 

One of the special cases of the implementation of linguistic economy, observed 

at various levels of the language system, is syncretism, which is understood as 

"combination (synthesis) of differential structural and semantic features of language 

units (some categories of words, meanings, sentences, sentence members, etc.), 

opposed to each other in the system of language and connected by the phenomena of 

transitivity. These are all sorts of hybrid (contaminated, intermediate, diffuse) 

formations”. 

Syncretic phenomena in the English language have so far remained in the field 

of view of researchers only within the framework of morphology, although they 

represent the linguistic reality of the interaction of the level of morphology and 

syntax, and therefore their analysis is necessary for a more complete and in-depth 

description of the language system and its functioning. Moreover, as N.A. Kudrin, 

"such units are characteristic of any language and all language levels." [4] 
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Despite the large amount of literature on this topic, syncretism constantly 

attracts the attention of research and at the present time, its complex functional 

analysis at the level of morphology and syntax remains a relevant research direction. 

Not enough attention is paid to such a dynamic phenomenon as syncretism, both in 

general and in private linguistics, therefore, in our dissertation research, an attempt is 

made to comprehensively study the features of the manifestation of syncretism at the 

level of morphology and syntax of the English language, which it acquires at these 

levels as a means of linguistic economy. These facts determine the relevance of the 

selected issue. 

Conclusion. In the article on the linguistic material, elements of a number of 

linguistic methods were used: system-grammatical, complex functional analysis, 

transformational and statistical analysis, classification of factual material, and the 

method of elimination. 

The material for the analysis was contexts with syncretic units, obtained 

through a continuous sample of works of fiction by British and American authors of 

the 19th and 20th centuries, with a total volume of about 27,000 pages. The research 

file contains 3000 units of analysis. Dictionaries of synonyms and explanatory 

dictionaries were also involved in the research. 
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